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Abstrat

Reent researh in model seletion and adap-

tive modeling has produed an embarrass-

ment of rihes. By using any one of several

di�erent tehniques, an analyst is able to gen-

erate a number of models that desribe the

same data set well. Examples inlude multi-

ple tree models generated by bootstrapping

or stohasti searhes, and di�erent subsets

of variables in linear regression models iden-

ti�ed by stohasti or exhaustive searhes.

While model averaging an use these models

to improve predition auray, interpreta-

tion of the resultant models beomes diÆult.

We seek a ompromise, developing measures

of dissimilarity between di�erent models and

using these to selet good models whih may

reveal di�erent aspets of the data. Data on

housing pries in Boston are used to illustrate

this in the ontext of treed regression models.

1 INTRODUCTION

The problem of model unertainty ours in many data

analyses. Having spei�ed a family of models (for ex-

ample linear regression models), a variety of submod-

els from this family may desribe the data well (in the

linear regression ase, for example, di�erent subsets of

variables). Two ommon approahes to the model un-

ertainty problem are to either hoose a single model,

or average preditions aross models. In the latter

ase, methods suh as Bagging (Breiman 1996), Boost-

ing (Freund and Shapire 1996), or Bayesian model

averaging an be used.

This paper introdues tehniques for the exploration

of the set of plausible models. These tehniques are

based on the notion of dissimilarities between pairs of

models. We will argue an understanding of the distri-

bution of models is useful, whether seletion or aver-

aging is the goal. If a single model is to be seleted,

we will be more reassured if all other plausible models

are quite similar to this model. If models are to be av-

eraged over, better preditions may result if we ensure

that di�erent models are inluded in the average pre-

ditions. Breiman (1999) has observed this property in

the ontext of forests of trees. A ompromise between

seletion and averaging may be possible, by seleting a

handful of \representative" models, and averaging over

them, rather than averaging over all models. Provided

that this set of models is small enough, there is still the

possibility of interpreting them as one would a single

model.

We fous here on methods for assessing di�erenes be-

tween models, and seleting and interpreting repre-

sentative models. This approah is prediated on the

notion that interpreting one or more models is of inter-

est. If a \blak box" preditor that minimizes out-of-

sample predition error is desired, methods for man-

aging multiple models will not o�er an improvement

over model averaging.

To assess di�erenes between models, metris both

within a lass of models and between di�erent lasses

of models are developed, and used to luster models

into similar groups. Although many of the ideas are

general, the fous here will be on linear models and

trees, with examples using tree models.

To illustrate the problem of multiple models, on-

sider the Boston Housing data (Harrison and Rubin-

feld 1978). 506 ensus trats in the greater Boston area

have 14 reorded harateristis, suh as rime rate,

proportion of lower status individuals, parent-teaher

ratios, pollution levels, median house value, and oth-

ers. The goal is to predit median house value using

the other 13 variables as preditors. The data have

been used to illustrate regression diagnostis (Belsley,

Kuh and Welsh 1980), and there are strong india-

tions of loal behaviour in the data. Further disussion

of the data is given in setion 4.
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Figure 1: Two treed regression models identi�ed by

Bayesian CART. Eah line orresponds to a node. Par-

ent nodes list the splitting variable. Terminal nodes

are indiated with a *, and have sample size of the

training dataset indiated. The vertial lines and in-

dentations indiate the two hildren of eah parent

node. The eight variables appearing are nitrogen ox-

ides onentrations, Charles river indiator, perent of

population lower status, radial highway aessibility

index, pupil-teaher ratio, and distane to employment

enters.

A treed regression (Chipman, George and MCulloh

2000) model was applied to this data. In this model, a

tree is onstruted using a Bayesian stohasti searh

algorithm. This tree di�ers from onventional trees in

that eah terminal node ontains a linear model. One

feature of the Bayesian estimation proedure is that

multiple trees are generated. In Figure 1, two suh

trees are illustrated. Both trees �t the data very well,

but use ompletely di�erent variables to partition the

preditor spae into regions where linear models are

applied.

Thousands of other distint treed regressions were vis-

ited by our stohasti searh proedure. Many of those

�t the data well (just 23 were kept for analysis pre-

sented later in this paper). These two trees and others

like them suggest key questions: How di�erent are the

good models? How an we deide whih models are

worth examining? How many models should we look

at?

Until reently, ommon pratie has been to produe

tree diagrams like those in Figure 1 for a number of

trees with good �t, and selet trees by hand. A more

automati and quantitative approah is proposed here,

in whih models are lustered aording to several met-

ris.

In Setion 2, several methods for produing multiple

models are reviewed. Setion 3 disusses several dis-

tane measures for models, and in Setion 4 an exam-

ple is given to illustrate how these measures may be

used to selet trees and other models. Related work

and other problems are disussed in Setion 5.

2 METHODS FOR GENERATING

MULTIPLE MODELS

Although the fous of the paper is trees and linear

models, many methods for generating multiple models

are more broadly appliable. They are presented in

this broader ontext, with spei� referenes to trees

or linear models as required.

Finding multiple models is a hallenging problem, and

one that is not satisfatorily addressed by the \greedy"

stepwise algorithm. This algorithmmakes additions or

deletions from the urrent model in small steps (adding

or deleting a single variable in linear models, or grow-

ing or pruning a node in trees). The model seleted by

greedy algorithms is only loally optimal. If multiple

distint models exist, identi�ation of one good model

is the best one an hope for with the greedy algorithm.

In very small problems, or those with simple struture,

exhaustive searhes over the model spae are an e�e-

tive alternative to greedy loal searhes. For example,

in linear regression with small to moderate numbers of

preditors (say less than 40), branh-and-bound algo-

rithms (Furnival and Wilson 1974) are feasible.

Other algorithms an be used whih are faster than an

exhaustive searh and more omplete than a greedy

searh. They often involve either manipulation of the

training data or modi�ation of the searh method.

Breiman (1996) and Tibshirani and Knight (1999) pro-

pose random manipulation of the training data via the

bootstrap (alled \bagging" and \bumping" respe-

tively). By perturbing the data, the greedy searh

identi�es di�erent models, some of whih may be lose

to a global or loal maxima.

Freund and Shapire (1996) propose an algorithm

(alled \boosting") for generating and ombining a se-

quene of lassi�ation models. The data are itera-

tively reweighted instead of randomly resampled. The

weights are adaptively hosen, with more weight given

to observations that are predited poorly. Again, mul-

tiple models result.

The seond group of algorithms introdue a stohas-

ti element to the searh rather than manipulating the

data. Bayesian methods that use stohasti searhes

via Markov hain Monte Carlo (MCMC) have been

implemented for both linear models (George and M-

Culloh (1993)), trees (Chipman et. al. (1998a), Deni-

son, Mallik and Smith (1998)) and treed regressions

(Chipman, George and MCulloh 2000). As with the

greedy algorithm, the spae of models is traversed by

small steps. An important di�erene from the greedy

algorithm is the stohasti hoie of a step, rather

than always seleting the best loal modi�ation to

the model.



Other algorithms for stohastially onstruting mod-

els have been reently developed, espeially in the on-

text of trees. These inlude simulated annealing (Lut-

sko and Kuijpers 1994) and randomized greedy meth-

ods (an overview is provided in Breiman 1999).

3 METRICS ON MODELS

Given a set of models, a general approah toward or-

ganizing them is to treat eah model as a point in a

omplex high-dimensional spae. These models ould

then be lustered aording to some dissimilarity or

distane measure. Somewhat informally, we refer to

these distanes as metris even if the triangle inequal-

ity does not hold. Obviously, this spae is muh riher

and more ompliated than Eulidean spae, and will

depend on the lass of models under onsideration. To

failitate development of metris, note that a tree and

a linear model an be identi�ed by a �nite set of pa-

rameters, and these parameters an be broadly divided

in two groups: a strutural omponent (the subset of

variables in a linear model, or the tree struture and

split rules in nodes) and a ontinuous omponent (the

regression oeÆients for the variables inluded in a

linear model, and the parametri models in eah ter-

minal node). Metris may be de�ned on either the

strutural or the ontinuous omponents, or perhaps

both.

With linear models, a natural metri an be de�ned by

looking at the subset of variables inluded in the model

as a binary vetor . The mathing oeÆient, one of

the most ommon dissimilarities for ategorial data,

an be applied to . The mathing oeÆient is the

number (or perentage) of elements whih are di�er-

ent. So with 10 preditors, the modelsM

1

= fAg with



1

= (1; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0; 0;0;0;0) and M

2

= fA;B;Cg with



2

= (1; 1; 1; 0; 0;0;0;0; 0; 0) would have a distane of

2 (or 20%) sine both ontain A, and B and C appear

only in M

2

. This metri has an interesting graphial

property. If a graph is onstruted with verties or-

responding to models and edges linking models that

di�er by a distane of 1 (not a perentage), then the

distane between any two models orresponds to the

shortest path between orresponding verties in the

graph. Another dissimilarity measure might be asym-

metri, suh as the Jaard oeÆient, whih disards

any 0-0 mathes. In the above example, there are only

3 variables ative in the two models, and they agree on

a single variable (namelyA). This gives a dissimilarity

of 2=3 = 67%.

The Jaard and mathing oeÆients do not apture

the sign or magnitude of the regression oeÆients.

For example, in the Boston data, if two separate re-

gressions are �t to the trats in the ity and those in

the suburbs, the sign of the oeÆient for the average

number of rooms is negative for the ity and positive

for the suburbs. Inreasing room size in the ity must

be a surrogate for some other undesirable (and unob-

served) harateristi, while in the suburbs, big houses

just ost more. It seems intuitive that these two mod-

els should be more di�erent than if the oeÆient was

positive in one model and zero in the other. A metri

that takes this into aount would multiply the binary

vetor  by the sign of the orresponding regression o-

eÆient. This would mean that if a oeÆient hanges

sign from one model to another, the models are twie

as di�erent as if the oeÆient was important in one

model and unimportant in the other. A dissimilarity

measure might also be applied to the oeÆient vetor

� for eah model, but this is not explored here.

Another metri would be to ompare the preditions of

the two models. LetM

1

;M

2

be two models. They have

been trained using the same n observations (y

i

;x

i

); i =

1; : : : ; n. For eah observation y

i

; i = 1; : : :n we have

an assoiated �tted value ŷ

ij

for model j. The �t met-

ri would be given by

d(M

1

;M

2

) =

1

n

n

X

i=1

m(ŷ

i1

; ŷ

i2

); (1)

where m is a metri on the �tted values. For re-

gression models with a ontinuous response, natural

hoies would be

m(y

1

; y

2

) = (y

1

� y

2

)

2

(2)

or m(y

1

; y

2

) = jy

1

� y

2

j. For lassi�ation models,

ŷ

ij

might be the estimated lass for observation y

i

, in

whih ase we ould ompare lassi�ations by

m(y

1

; y

2

) =

�

1 if y

1

6= y

2

0 otherwise

: (3)

Metris on the estimated lass probabilities (p̂

1j

; : : : ;

p̂

j

), j = 1; 2 (for  response lasses) are also possible.

The �t metri above is evaluated on the training set

y

1

; : : : y

n

. It should better disriminate between mod-

els if evaluated on a test set, sine in the training set,

all models attempt to ome as lose as possible to the

observed responses. In this paper, test data only will

be used to onstrut the �t metri.

Any model that produes preditions an be ompared

with the �t metri. This makes it possible to om-

pute a dissimilarity between models in the same lass,

aross di�erent lasses, or a dissimilarity between a

model and the observed y

i

's. This is explored in Se-

tion 4.

We now onsider several metris appliable spei�ally

to tree models. Beause trees have a riher struture,



a wider variety of metris are possible. Additional de-

tails of these metris are provided in Chipman et. al.

(1998b).

Rather than using the �tted values, a metri ould be

de�ned on the manner in whih trees partition the pre-

ditor spae. Trees whih are very similar will plae

the same observations together and separate the same

observations. Andrews (personal ommuniation) sug-

gests the followingmetri. Let I

1

(i; k) be 1 if T

1

plaes

observations i and k in the same node and 0 otherwise.

For a partition metri, we look at di�erenes between

I for the two trees:

d(T

1

; T

2

) =

P

i>k

jI

1

(i; k)� I

2

(i; k)j

�

n

2

�

: (4)

The fator

�

n

2

�

sales the metri to the range (0,1) with

0 indiating perfet agreement. This metri an be in-

terpreted as the perentage of all pairs of observations

that are assigned to the same terminal node. It an

be alulated eÆiently using a frequeny table of the

terminal node labels for eah data point from the two

trees. As with the �t metri, test data seems more

likely to disriminate models than training data.

The �t and partition metris do not utilize the topol-

ogy of the tree - they only use the observed responses

and the partition de�ned by the terminal nodes. Shan-

non and Banks (1998) propose a tree metri whih a-

ounts for the manner in whih the tree is onstruted.

This metri ompares rules at nodes in the same po-

sition in the two trees. That is, if two plots are on-

struted on transparent paper so that nodes in the

same position overlap and the plots are held up to

the light, the metri ounts the number of nodes at

whih the splitting rules are disrepant. The distane

between trees is then a weighted sum of the disrep-

anies at eah loation:

d(T

1

; T

2

) =

X

r2nodes(T

1

;T

2

)

�

r

m(rule(T

1

; r); rule(T

2

; r)) (5)

The summation is over all node positions r whih are

nonterminal in at least one tree. The metri m om-

pares the rules at two nodes; Shannon and Banks take

m to be 1 whenever the same variable is used (no mat-

ter what splitting rule is used within a variable), and 0

otherwise. Choosing all weights �

r

= 1 yields a ount

of the number of nodes at whih the rules di�er. This

metri an apture tree struture, but two isomorphi

trees with the same splits in a di�erent order will be

identi�ed as dissimilar.

The tree models onsidered in this paper are \treed re-

gressions" whih have a linear model in eah terminal

node. The partition and tree metris are equally e�e-

tive on onventional trees, whih have simple means or

proportions in a terminal node. Caution should be ex-

erised in omputing metris between di�erent lasses

of trees, suh as a onventional tree and a treed re-

gression. Conventional trees partition the preditor

spae so that onstant models apply well in terminal

nodes, while treed regressions seek partitions where

linear models apply. The partitions and the trees used

to generate them need not be omparable.

4 AN EXAMPLE

In this setion we disuss several tehniques for man-

aging multiple models, using the Boston housing data.

Another example using breast aner data is disussed

in Chipman et. al. (1998b).

A training set of 337 out of 506 observations (2/3 of

the data) was seleted randomly. Following previous

analyses of this data, the log of median house value

was taken to be the response. Both the response and

preditors are resaled so that eah has mean zero and

range 1.

Treed regression models are onstruted using the

Bayesian proedure desribed in Chipman, George and

MCulloh (2000). Ten runs of the Metropolis Hast-

ings hain were used to searh the tree spae, with 1000

steps being taken within eah hain. In eah of these

ten runs, the best trees of eah size visited were saved.

All hains produed trees of sizes 2,3,4,5 and some of

size 6 were also produed. Automati hoies of prior

parameters disussed in Chipman et. al. (2000) were

used, setting  = 3, giving a suÆiently broad spread

to the prior on regression oeÆients �. We hose a

prior on tree size with an average size of about 2 ter-

minal nodes and a prior on the residual noise variane

suh that 75% of probability is on smaller varianes

than in a single linear regression model.

The best trees of eah size from the 10 runs were fur-

ther sreened to remove dupliates and trees that �t

poorly. Dupliates were de�ned to be those trees with

an idential log integrated likelihood (hereafter alled

log likelihood, see Chipman et. al. 1998a for details).

Poor �t was indiated by a log likelihood that was

more than 20 below the largest log likelihood. This

yielded a set of 23 trees. Interestingly, one of the 23

trees orresponds to a partition of the data into ity

and suburb, whih an be veri�ed using names of the

506 ensus trats.

For eah of the 23 trees, predited Y values were gen-

erated for eah of the 169 test observations. The �t

metri was then alulated using eah of these vetors

of preditions, and treating the observed Y values in

the test set as a 24th set of \preditions".

We will onsider multidimensional saling (MDS) as
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Figure 2: MDS plots for the Boston example. Fit

metris are used. In the top plot, only trees and the

test data are displayed, with numbers indiating tree

size, and a 0 indiating the test data. In the lower plot,

additional models are added, and models are oded

as follows: +=treed regression, triangle=onventional

tree, o = neural network, x=test data.

a way of representing the dissimilarity matrix. The

goal of MDS is to produe a low-dimensional (typi-

ally 2) plot suh that the inter-point Eulidean dis-

tanes in the plot approximate the distanes spei�ed

in the distane matrix. A variety of methods for on-

struting this mapping are possible. We onsidered

several implemented in R and S-Plus by Venables and

Ripley (1999). The sammon algorithm (Sammon 1969)

produed better mappings than the lassial method.

Ripley (1996) and many other books on multivariate

analysis provide details on these methods. The stress

riterion was used to identify how good the on�gura-

tion was. If we have original distanes d

ij

and the MDS

on�guration gives Eulidean distanes

^

d

ij

, stress is

de�ned as

STRESS =

v

u

u

t

P

i;j

(d

ij

�

~

d

ij

)

2

P

i;j

~

d

2

ij

where stress values are interpreted as: 0.20 = poor,

0.10 = fair, 0.05 =good, 0.025=exellent and 0=per-

fet. For the MDS plot in Figure 2 (top plot), the

stress is 0.32, a poor value. Consequently this plot

should only be interpreted in very general terms.

In this plot, the number of terminal nodes is used as a

plotting symbol, and the observed test data by a 0. We

an see that there are several di�erent models that are

\lose" to the test data, but di�erent from eah other.

That is, they must be prediting di�erent aspets of

the test data well. The two trees displayed earlier in

Figure 1 are indiated with a +. They are quite di�er-

ent from eah other. The four node tree appears to �t

more poorly beause of the greater distane from the

5 node tree in the MDS plot. Further examination of

the distane matrix revealed the following distanes:

5 node tree 4 node tree

4 node tree 1.173848 0.000000

test values 1.242888 1.173419

In fat these trees are about equally di�erent from eah

other and the test data, essentially an equilateral tri-

angle. This suggests that if their preditions were av-

eraged, they might predit the test data better. When

this is done, the distane between the average �ts of

these two trees and the test data drops to 1.06, one of

the smallest values among all preditions of individual

trees.

How were these two trees seleted? We want to iden-

tify trees that are dissimilar but �t well. In this ase

we searhed the distane matrix for dissimilar trees

that had large log likelihoods (evaluated on the train-

ing data). Another possibility would be to searh the

matrix for observations that are lose to the test data,

but far from eah other.

Another tree of interest is the one marked with a *. It

orresponds to the two node tree with a ity/suburbs

split. Its distane from the �tted value is about 1.09

(also distorted in the plot), making it one of the better

trees found. The minimum distane from the test set

among all 23 trees is 1.05.

The ability of the �t metri to ompare models in dif-



ferent lasses is demonstrated by adding several mod-

els onsidered in a simulation study (Chipman, George

and MCulloh 2000). These inlude neural networks,

and onventional tree models. For the four neural nets,

ombinations of 3 and 7 nodes with weight deays of

10

�2

and 10

�5

were used. Conventional trees of size 5,

10, and 15 terminal nodes were onstruted. Details of

the logi underlying these parameter hoies are given

in Chipman et. al. (2000).

Figure 2 (bottom panel) gives the MDS plot with the

�t metri for the original trees plus the neural net-

works, onventional trees, and test data. Conventional

trees are separate from other tree models, while treed

regressions and neural networks tend to be more sim-

ilar. This might be due to the pieewise onstant na-

ture of onventional tree preditions. Neural nets and

treed regressions seem to get quite lose to the true

response. Again, aution should be exerised in inter-

preting this plot, as the distanes given are nonlinear

projetions of the atual distanes. In this plot, the

stress is about .30.

For the purpose of lustering models, it may be useful

to onsider the quality of the models in addition to the

distanes between them. Although suh quality infor-

mation ould be superimposed on the MDS plot, we

propose an alternative that we all the added model

plot. This plot onveys both the distanes between

models and their relative quality. The added model

plot in Figure 3 uses the distanes between trees un-

der the �t metri to assess the e�et of adding new

trees one at a time from left to right. These trees

are added in order of dereasing log likelihood. For

eah index value on the horizontal axis, all distanes

between the new tree and all better trees are plotted

on the vertial axis. As with MDS, the test data are

inluded as a speial \model". Distanes to the test

data are indiated with a �lled irle. Reading from

left to right, the seond added tree is lose to the �rst

(0.45 distane), and their �t is similar. There is thus

no ompelling reason to examine the seond tree sine

it is similar to the �rst. A similar argument applies

to the third tree. The fourth tree is di�erent from the

�rst three, but doesn't �t as well, while the �fth tree

�ts well and is not similar to any of the �rst four. In

general we would seek trees that are distant from all

others already added and still have suÆiently good

�t to be onsidered for examination.

A natural question to ask about the two trees in Fig-

ure 1 is how they di�er. Obviously di�erent variables

are used, but do the di�erent variables identify similar

or di�erent partitions of the data? The partition met-

ri and the data used to alulate this dissimilarity an

help answer this. The partition metri for these trees

gives a dissimilarity value of .275, meaning that 27.5%

of pairs of points are not assigned to the same luster.

This value is large among the 23 trees. A table of the

node labels for the 169 test ases is given below:

A B C D

1 82 13 0 8

2 6 8 12 7

3 1 0 4 12

4 1 2 6 1

5 3 0 1 2

Labels 1-5 for terminal nodes of one tree and A-D for

the other tree are used. Nodes 1 and A ontain 82

ommon points (half the test data), while similar but

weaker patterns our for node pairs 2-C and 3-D. Oth-

erwise, the trees are quite di�erent. It would be more

reassuring if the trees had similar partitions, but the

fat that they don't is good to know before trying to

interpret individual trees.

More automated approahes are also possible. Instead

of trying to visualize the data (with assoiated inau-

raies in distanes) with a MDS plot, lustering meth-

ods might be applied to automatially identify groups

of similar tree models. The one additional hallenge

is to inorporate the \tree quality" (eg log likelihood)

into the lustering proedure, as with the added model

plot. Chipman et. al. (1998b) do this in a oarse man-

ner by seleting a ertain number of \most likely" trees

and then lustering them.

5 DISCUSSION

Papers by other authors onsider related issues, in the

ontext of tree models. Shannon (1998) looks at pre-

ditive auray of trees identi�ed as interesting us-

ing similar metris. Hawkins and Musser (1998) use

a forest of trees to learn what variables tend to o-

ur together or apart in individual trees. Shannon

and Banks (1998) propose the tree metri and use it

to onstrut a single tree that is entral to a forest.

An important distintion is that they do not rank the

trees aording to their �t, a entral element of our

approah.

With the models onsidered here, the parameters are

assumed to be partitioned into two lasses: strutural

and ontinuous parameters. In other lasses of models,

the value of this distintion may vary. For example, in

neural networks, it is ommon to use a network with a

suÆiently large number of hidden units, and penalize

the estimation of weights. There, the strutural om-

ponent (hidden units and onnetions) is less impor-

tant than the ontinuous omponent (weights). Meth-

ods likeMARS (Friedman 1991) will be more amenable

to the tehniques mentioned here, due to the strutural

parameters whih share some similarities with linear
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Figure 3: Added model plot for 23 trees, using the �t metri. Trees are ordered from left to right by log likelihood.

Distanes to the test data are indiated with �lled irles.

models and trees.

Other possible uses for the identi�ed lusters exist. In

a Bayesian framework, the posterior mass assoiated

with eah luster would give an idea of how likely eah

group of models are. In many frameworks, model aver-

aging ould be simpli�ed by averaging over a few mod-

els, one seleted as representative of eah luster. The

simple averaging of two trees in Setion 4 illustrates

the promise of this tehnique, whih we will explore in

future work.

The emphasis of this paper is post-analysis of output

from tree growing algorithms. However, metris may

also be useful in the model onstrution proess. If a

very large number of models are to be onsidered by

the model searh algorithm, it may be impratial to

reord all models visited. An interesting alternative

would be to use one or more metris in an \on-line"

manner, disarding models that are similar or identi-

al to models that have already been visited. Other

possibilities may be interesting; for example the searh

algorithm ould be modi�ed to move in diretions that

are at least a ertain distane from models already dis-

overed.
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